
Cautions
Kit contains small and/or sharp parts

      NOT SUITABLE FOR CHILDREN UNDER THE AGE OF 14
Always wear your safety glasses when you are working with CA glues and 

when cutting, shaping, or snipping parts and when painting.
Also use adequate ventilation when working with glue or paint.

Frenchman River Model Works reserves the right to change or alter this kit without prior 
notice. This kit, its contents, and its packaging are all ©opyright protected.

© 2016 Thomas A Yorke         © 2022 James and Anna Cleveland

Made in the USA

Thank you for purchasing this kit. We hope you enjoy building and displaying Hillside 
Fueling Depot as much as we have enjoyed producing it. If you have any questions or 

comments, please email us at: frenchmanriver@gmail.com or send a letter to the address 
below.

(701) 256-2129
www.frenchmanriver.com

Frenchman River Model Works

Langdon, ND 58249
PO Box 86

am nh  c Rn ive er rF  Model Works

O/On30 1:48 Scale Kit #5225

We offer many detail parts to complete your scene such as crates, barrels, 55 

gallon steel drums, pallets, trash cans, electric meter assembly and many people 

to populate your scene. 

All these items are available separately at:

www.frenchmanriver.com

Designed and mastered by Thomas A Yorke

Apply in the direction of wood grain with a very light touch. This will “gray” the 

boards a little for a nice natural sun-bleached look. For a final application use thin 

black stain and apply around all details such as under boards, in cracks, even a few 

whole boards. This will add some subtle depth to your model. Paint all steel 

components except roof with dark brown in an uneven, splotchy manner. Next apply a 

thin coat of rust color, again splotchy over the base brown. Finish with dry pigment 

rusts after painting is all done. The roof metal gets a coat of thin light gray atop the 

brown stain already there. Stipple this application with a large bristle brush in an 

uneven pattern. Follow this with a darker mix of brown in the direction of the 

corrugations .Use the photos as a guide. Finish up with some acrylic silver very lightly 

applied to add a metallic feel. Dry pigments can be used to heighten the look if 

desired. The finished building can now be glued in place atop the framework. 

5. The Steps and Final Details. Add the decking as shown using pre-stained wood. 

Add the stairway risers and the wooden stair treads. Use the thin styrene for the 

railing and stain brown. (*We have included 3/32 x 3/32 square wood for the railing 

instead of the styrene.) Assemble the 

pumps, paint, weather and decal. Glue in 

place atop concrete piers. Paint the tank 

filling hatches silver and decal with the 

“D” and “G”. Add the signs. Finish the 

scene with weeds and other details such 

as barrels, pails, a work table and so on. 

A speeder can be placed on the rails 

outside the door if desired. This can add 

a little color to the scene.

Produced by Frenchman River Model Works

Hillside
Fueling Depot

Frenchman River Model Works Hillside Fueling Depot
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“Our fueling depot is intended to be used with speeders, rail busses, 

critters and small internal combustion engine powered locomotives, 

either diesel or gasoline. The structure is modeled after one that 

has just about lived out its useful life. The walls are sagging and well 

worn and patched. The way the kit is designed, it must fit along a 

small hillside.” -Thomas Yorke

D e s i g n e d !

http://www.frenchmanriver.com


2. The Base. We used a piece of 2” Styrofoam as our base. After carving to shape, 

we set the lower tank timbers in place. Lay the front ties into the doorway as shown. 

The builder has some license with this design. Just be sure your dimensions are 

correct so the doorway clears the rails and there is plenty of room for the large 

tanks with rough timber bracing for the structure on which to sit. A little more room 

is better than not enough. Another layer of timbers can be easily added to fill the 

space. This part of the model is rather haphazard and rough anyway. We’ll get to this 

later. Now is the time to detail the base with ground cover while it is easy to get to. 

First add the two gas pump pads and the filler caps into the scenery. We painted the 

base with artist’s gesso. When dry, we applied a thin coat of acrylic texturing gel 

with pumice applied with an artist’s palette knife. This was pushed into the 

Styrofoam with the knife and applied in an uneven manner. When dry, this forms an 

excellent base texture from which to build upon. Paint and add grasses and foams to 

detail the base. Weeds and other details can be applied later, but we want to get a 

basic ground cover in place now.

4. The Painting. We use acrylic paints to finish our resin kits. We mix up thin stains 

and apply many successive layers to build-up the finish. The spray undercoat adds 

tooth for the stain to stick. Mix up a small batch of Dark Umber with a drop of Black 

in water to form a thin stain. The stain should be like brown tinged water. Very thin. 

Just enough brown to show. Apply overall with a Sable brush. Repeat after dry. 

Successive applications can have one more drop of brown added so they become a 

little darker as you go. Build up the color application by application. This includes the 

roof base work also. Ours took about 12 coats. As you go with slightly darker stain, 

apply more stain to more surfaces to darken them still, but NEVER get to “paint”. 

Always stain. After you have a nice brown color to your building, use dry brush “off 

white” paint to lighten some boards. Dip a flat brush in paint and wipe off most color. 

3. The Tanks. Glue the end caps to the tanks with CA. (*Decide which end of the 

tanks you want the piping to come out of. 

The elbows go into the fitting on the bottom of the end of the tank. Snip off the 

square plug and drill for the pipe elbow.) Spray paint one tank green and the other 

red. Add any weathering to the tanks now before gluing in place. Apply the decals to 

the ends. The green tank is diesel. Detail the tanks with the piping as shown. Glue 

tanks in place and add the final piping to the tops. See photos. Now comes the fun; 

the wooden framing upon which the building 

itself sits. The drawings and photos show a 

basic layout, however, your own ideas are 

welcome. Remember that this is a haphazard, 

lackluster framework. Use scraps of timber 

here and there as support. Even scrap rail can 

be used! It is best to stain and paint all 

components first before assembly. Be 

creative. (*We’ve supplied some lumber to get 

you started, but feel free to use whatever you 

have on hand.)

Kit Contents

Kit Notes
This kit was originally designed by Thomas Yorke and is now being produced by Frenchman 
River Model Works. We have tried to keep it as true to his original design and construction 

as possible. Any notes or changes are marked with an asterisk. 

1. The Building. This model depicts a structure that is leaning and sagging. The 

walls are not square. (*We recommend that you align the tops of the side walls to 

the roof angles on the end walls (where the angle of the roof meets the top of the 

wall) and use this alignment for assembly.) Use CA cement and assemble the four 

walls. Use wood blocking to reinforce the corners. (*We did not find this necessary 

and have not included this in the kit. Use scrap if desired.) Apply a roof ridge 

between the end walls. (*1/8 x 1/8” square lumber is included.) Cut the card sheets 

to fit. These sheets are not square. Measure carefully as the whole building is 

“shifting”. Glue in place with CA. Cut pieces of styrene corrugated roofing and glue in 

place slightly crooked, as the roof is shifting somewhat and nothing is really square. 

(*Corrugated metal roofing is included.) Use the aluminum tape and cut strips to act 

as roof ridge caps as shown. When finished, spray the entire building lightly with an 

undercoat. We used white. This will help give the model some tooth for the acrylic 

washes to stick. Paint interior with black acrylic.

Please read through the instructions and study the plans and photos before starting 

any assembly. 

*These are instructions given by Thomas Yorke. To achieve results similar to his, see 

pictures on our website listing.

(*Clean up any “flash” on the resin castings. Wash all resin parts in warm soapy 

water, rinse and dry) 

Hillside Fueling Depot

Resin Parts
1     Front Wall
1     Back Wall
2     Side Walls
2     Tank Cradles
2     Tank Ends
2     Tanks
2     Concrete Gas Pump Bases
1     Tank Fill
4     Elbows
2     Visible Gas Pump Kits

Strip Lumber
1     1/8” x 1/8” x 4”
4     1/8” x 3/16” x 6”
9     1/16” x 3/16” x 8”
1     3/32” x 3/32” x 8”
1     1/4” x 1/16” x 8”

Frenchman River Model Works Hillside Fueling Depot Frenchman River Model Works Hillside Fueling Depot

1     Stair Stringer
2     Card Sub Roof
2     Corrugated Metal Roofing
1     Decal Set

1     Sign Set
2     3/32” x 6” Styrene Tubing

Miscellaneous Parts
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